
Common Mistakes Teachers Make in Implementing
Cooperative Learning

PLANNING

• Not planning

• Not having materials ready for the lesson

• Not considering group size or methods of forming groups

• Not tying lessons into a curriculum unit or focus

• Not planning lessons that need a variety of perspectives, student-to-student
interaction, or interdependence

INTRODUCING THE LESSON

• Teaching the lesson, rather than merely introducing the lesson (makes the
intoduction too long and does not allow students to discover on their own)

• Forgetting one of the elements of the introduction (academic skills, social
skills, how students are to be interdependent, how to determine individual
accountability, how to form groups, roles, time limits)

• Giving too many directions verbally rather than in written form

• Not clarifying students' understanding before sending them to groups

OBSERVING GROUP WORK

• Not observing, not writing observation notes

• Not using data from observation to intervene or in processing

• Trying to observe all groups instead of a few groups

• Not staying with one group long enough to really see what is happening



INTERVENING IN GROUP WORK

• "Hovering" over groups instead of letting them work on their own

• Intervening to tell students something, rather than asking questions that will
lead the groups to discover the answer on their own

• Intervening without observing first

• Intervening and staying with a group instead of letting it solve its problem on
its own

• Interrupting, rather than interacting; stifling, rather than encouraging

PROCESSING GROUP WORK

• Not processing (there is always time for processing!

• Processing every group, rather than a sample (go to individual groups as they
finish for more in-depth processing)

• Giving feedback before questioning the students and drawing out their learning
and reactions first

• Not asking for specific examples of academic and social skills practiced in the group
work

• Not giving wait time after asking open-ended questions; then following with closed
questions


